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With Rejoicing Hearts/
Con Amor Jovial

Jaime Cortez

Keyboard accompaniment by Jeffrey Honoré

INTRO With energy (\( \frac{3}{4} = \text{ca. 88} \))
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*Without percussion, begin here.
REFRAIN

With rejoicing hearts we proclaim your glory; we have known the fruit of your grace in the past.

Working hand in hand, we become your story; and we share the dreams and the visions you've told to the world.

CON AMOR JOVIAL

Si-do-evidente a ver. Y al trabajar juntos, mano a mano, compartimos sueños del plan celestial.
VERSES

1. Touched by your promise, we live by your word,
2. All generations respond to your call,
3. Each one empowered to go to the world

1. Tú nos inspiras en nuestra misión
2. Embrujamos el mundo usandolo poder
3. Vamos al mundo
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1. bringing your Spirit to every one's heart.
2. bringing the best of their own ministry.
3. serving and healing as you would have done.

Db Ab Eb Bb

1. Challenged to take on your mission of love,
2. Marvelous blend that becomes, through your love,
3. As we progress in the heavenly plan,

Cm Eb Gm Cm Cm/Bb

1. Todos tenemos un don que a por tar,
2. Mezcla divina que le va su voz y ga-
3. Nuestra tarea nos une a tu ser,

Ab Eb/Bb Bb7 Eb

D.S.

1. each member must take part.
2. holy community.
3. we all unite as one.

Db Ab Eb/Bb Bb7 Eb

D.S.

1. guía nos, O Señor.
2. música tu salva ción.
3. danza nos santidad.
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Con Amor Jovial

(Guitar/Vocal)

Jaime Cortez
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*Without percussion, begin here.
(F)  Ab   (Dm7)  Fm7   (G sus4)  Bb sus4   (G)  Bb   (Am)  Cm

fruit of your grace in the past. Working hand in hand,

(G/B)  (C)  Bb/D  Eb  (F)  Ab   (Dm7)  Fm7

we become your story; and we share the dreams and the visions you’ve

(G sus4)  (G)  Bb sus4  Bb   (Am)  Cm   (Am7/G)  Cm7/Bb  (Fmaj9)  Abmaj9

cast. Ever faithful to your love, we will

(C/G)  Eb/Bb  (G7)  Bb7  (C)  Eb

bring your kingdom to light.

re-mos tu rei-no a luz.

Fine
VERSES

1. Touched by ___ your promise, ___ we live by ___ your word, ___ γ
2. All generations ___ respond to ___ your call, ___ γ
3. Each one ___ empowered ___ to go to ___ the world ___ γ

1. Tú nos ___ inspiras ___ en nuestra misión, ___ γ que...
2. Embarjares ___ del reino ___ de Dios, ___ γ
3. Vamos ___ al mundo ___ usando el poder ___ γ

1.bring ___ your Spirit ___ to everyone’s heart.
2. bring ___ the best of ___ their own ministry.
3. serving ___ and healing ___ as you would ___ have done.

1. remos ___ tras ___ men sa je ___ de amor.
2. cada día ___ imp ___ el plan.
3. para ___ servir ___ la comunidad.

1. Challenged ___ to take on ___ your mission ___ of
2. Marvelous blend ___ becomes, through ___ your
3. As we ___ progress in ___ the heavenly

1. Todos ___ un don que a por...
2. Mezcla ___ que le va ___ su
3. Nuestra ___ nos ___ te ___

1. love, ___ each member must take part.
2. love, ___ a holy community.
3. plan, ___ we all ___ unite as one.

1. tar, ___ guia ___ nos, O Señor.
2. voz ___ tu salvación.
3. ser, ___ dán ___ nos santidad.
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*Without percussion, begin here.
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(F) Ab (Dm7) Fm7 (G sus 4) (G) Bb sus 4 (Am) Cm

fruit of your grace in the past. Working hand in hand,

(G/B) (C) Bb/D Eb (F) (Dm7) Fm7

we become your story; and we share the dreams and the visions you’ve

(G sus 4) (G) (Am) (Am7/G) (F maj 9) Bb sus 4 Bb Cm Cm7/Bb Ab maj 9

cast. Ever faithful to your love, we will

(C/G) Eb/Bb (G7) Bb7 (C) Eb

bring your kingdom to light.

Fine
VERSES

1. Touched by your promise, we live by your word, γ
2. All generations respond to your call, γ
3. Each one empowered to go to the world, γ

1. Tú nos inspiras en nuestra misión, γ que-
2. Em bajamos del reino de Dios, γ
3. Vamos al mundo usando el poder γ

1. bring your Spirit to everyone’s heart.
2. bring the best of their own ministry.
3. serving and healing as you would have done.

1. remos tras er tu mensaje de amor.
2. cada día divi de importancia el plan.
3. para servir a la comunidad.

1. Challenged to take on your mission of
2. Marvelous blend that becomes, through your
3. As we progress in the heavenly

1. Todos tenemos un don que a por-
2. Mezcla divina que le va su
3. Nuestra tarea nos une a tu

1. love, each member must take part.
2. love, a holy community.
3. plan, we all unite as one.

1. tar, guía nos, O Señor.
2. voz y aun la tu salvaición.
3. ser, dán do nos san ti dad.
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SOLO INSTRUMENT in C I, II & III

Percussion

Congo
Drums

Triangle

INTRO With energy \( \dot{=} \text{ca. } 88 \)

Melody

Harmony I

Harmony II

\( E_b \)

\( A^b \)

\( Fm7 \)

\( B^b \text{sus4} \)

\( B^b \)

\( Cm \)

\( Cm7/B^b \)

\( A^bmaj9 \)

\( E_b/B^b \)

\( B^b7 \)

\( E_b \)
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*Without percussion, begin here.*
CONGA DRUMS

TRIANGLE

PERCUSSION

HIGH

LOW

SIMILE

INTRO WITH ENERGY \( \text{q} = \text{ca. 88} \)

F

Dm

Bb

Gm7

C sus4

C

Dm

Dm7/C

Bb maj9

F/C

C7

F
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*Without percussion, begin here.
REFRAIN

[Music notation for the CON AMOR JOVIAL/WITH REJOICING HEARTS (Solo Instrument in Bb I, II & III), pg. 2 of 3]
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Con Amor Jovial/With Rejoicing Hearts

SOLO INSTRUMENT in E♭ I, II & III

Percussion

Conga Drums

Triangle

*Without percussion, begin here.
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*Without percussion, begin here.
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